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The First Twenty-five Years 

The BBC is celebrating this year a quarter of a century of television. 
It was on 2 November 1936 that the world's first regular public service of highdelinition 

television programmes was launched-BBC television h m  Alexandra Palace in London. 
The BBC is proud to have been the world pioneer in this field. 

In this booklet the history of the development of the service is traced and a full description is 
given of the technical resources and coverage which the BBC has built up. BBC television has 
the most complete awerage of any televison senrice in the world (some ninety-nine per cent 
of the population of the United Kmgdom in 1961). It has truly become 'The Network of the 
Nation'. In recording this outstandmg achievement, the BBC is glad to acknowledge the 
continued co-operation of the British Radio Industry, who have provided most of the studio 
and transmitting equipment as well as more than eleven million receivers. Since BBC stations 
are operated under licence from the Postmaster General, co-operation with the Post mce has 
also played an important part in these developments; the Post Office also provides vision and 
sound circuits linking together the various television studios and transmitters. 

BBC engineers have always been pioneers. For tweny-five years they have occupied a position 
in the forefront of television development. In planning, design, and research they have achieved 
notable successes in the development of the BBC's Television Senrice. Much of this work has 
also been of great value to equipment manufacturers and to other broadcasting organizations. 
A description of this background effort and some of its more notable achievements to date are 
given in this booklet. 
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HOW TELEVISION W O R K S A  BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

THE GENERAL PROBLEMS 

The many processes involved in television are too complex to be described fully here, but a 
simulified explanation of the basic principles is given for those interested. 

It  is necessary first to consider the action of the human eye. Basically this consists of a lens 
(the cornea) which focuses an image of the scene being observed on to a light-sensitive plate 
(the retina) at the back of the eye. The retina contains some millions of tiny elements each 
separate and distinct fiom its fellows, and each connected separately to the brain by an individual 
fibre in the optic nerve. The eye exercises keen discrimination, picking out minute details of the 
scene before it and conveying a perception of each detail separately and simultaneously to the 
brain. It does not combine the details together into a single impression as the ear does with 
sound; otherwise only an unintelligible blur would be seen. 

In a television system it is therefore useless to send a mixture of detail-all the details of a 
scene must be transmitted separately, yet almost simultaneously. If the received picture is to 
be of good definition, something approaching a quarter of a million separate details must be 
transmitted. 

In order to transmit these details, they must first be converted into electrical impulses; this 
can be done by a photo-electric cell, which reacts to light in a manner analogous to that of one 
element of the retina. The photo-electric cell can be made to produce an electrical impulse, 
large or s d ,  according to the brighmess of the light to which it is exposed. All television 
systems are based on its use. If a very large number of photo-electric cells is assembled on a 
small f i t  plate and an image of the scene to be transmitted is focused upon them by a lens, it 
is possible to obtain fiom each cell an electrical impulse-which is very small if that detail of 
the scene is dark but larger where the scene is bright. With a quarter of a million or so photo- 
electric cells we can obtain the necemy amount of detail, but it is impossible to use a quarter 
of a million transmitters to send the resulting electrical impulses over a distance. Somehow it 
must be arranged for these impulses to be sent one at a time so that a single transmitter and 
receiver can be used to convey the whole picture. This can be done quite readily by scanning. 

SOLnning is the process used by the eyes in reading a book. The text is divided into a series 
of horizontal lines and the eye moves from left to right along the first line reading word by 
wrd, moves quickly back to the left hand side and downwards to the start of the second line 
and so o n  At the end of the last line the eyes return to the top and start a new page. Similarly, 
in television saming, the picture to be transmitted is divided into a great many horizontal 
smps or lines by the d g  apparatus, which then reads off the detail along each line and 
passes it through the transmitting equipment to the receiver. The scanning apparatus also 
originates 'synchronizing sipals' which tell the receiver when to start a new line and a new page. 
The 'page' in this case is one picture, that is, one scan of the whole scene. It is built up by the 
receiver detail by detail and line by line. 

The m o e  of this proc~ss is speed. The received picture must be built up so rapidly that, 
because of 'persistence of vision' the brain is not conscious of anything but a continuous picture. 
This same prinaple of presenting a series of pichues very rapidly is used also in the cinema to 
create an illusion of smooth movement of the actors on the screen. 



The standards of the television system used in the United Kingdom are based upon the 
transmission of twenty-five complete pictures each second, each compwed of 405 Lines. These 
standards represent a satisfactory compromise between picture quality and cost of equipment, 
but the presentation of twenty-five pictures per second is not su0iaentlp rapid to avoid flicker. 
A process called 'interlaced' scanning is therefore adopted. This means that lines I, 3, 5, etc., 
are scanned first, followed by lines 2,4,6,8, and so on. The scanning is performed at twice the 
normal speed and produces two coarse fields (of 2024 lines each), which are meshed together at 
the receiver to produce twenty-five complete pictures per second. Since the half-pictures or 
fields are presented at a rate of fifty per second there is no noticeable flicker. 

DISSECTING THE PICTURE 

In a modern television camera the scanning process is performed electronically. The camera 
lens throws an image of the scene to be televised on to a flat plate, which carries, in effect, a 
very large number of photo-electric cells, and is enclosed in an evacuated tube. The photo- 
electric cells turn the light and shade of the optical image produced by the lens into an electrical 
image. Also in the tube is an electron gun which produces a very thin beam of electrons; this 
beam is controlled by magnetic or electric fields and traces out the scanning lines in the manner 
already described. There are various types of camera tube. In one type! the beam of electrons 
scans the photo-electric plate directly, but in others there is a second plate to which an 'electron 
image' is transferred from the first plate before the scauning is performed. In either case, the 
electron beam reads off the detail along each scanning line and produces a series of electrical 
impulses, which constitute the vision signal. 

TRANSMITTING THE PICTURE 

The electrical impulses which constitute the vision signal can be handled in a similar manner 
to the sound signals produced by a microphone. They can be sent over wires from the studio 
to the conqol room, fiom the control room through the distribution network to the transmitting 
stations in different parts of the country. At each of these stations, a further process is carried 
out to convert the vision signal into a radio transmission; in this form, the use of wires is no 
longer necessary and the signal can be broadcast, to be picked up by the aerials of individual 
viewers and conveyed to their television receivers. 

REPRODUCING THE PICTURE 

In the television receiver, the vision signal is separated out from the radio transmission and 
applied to a cathode-ray tube. This is an evacuated vessel which has a narrow neck containing 
an electron gun. As in the television camera, the electron gun produces a very h e  beam of 
electrons, which is made to carry out the motions of scanning, and is directed on to a large 
and almost flat screen at the other end of the tube. This is the screen on which the picture is 
reproduced; it is coated with mineral salts having the special property of luminescence; in 
other words, any part of the screen struck by the beam of electrons immediately glows and 
emits light. As the electron beam traces out the scanning lines, its strength is controlled by the 
signals originating in the television camera. This creates a pattern of light and shade which 
makes up the picture. 

Finally, there are the synchronizing signals which are transmitted to keep the scanning beam 
in the receiver exactly in step with the one in the camera so that both the camera beam and the 
receiver beam start a new line and a new field at the same time. 



THE EARLY DAYS 

Experimental television transmissions by the BBC began in 1929 when facilities were granted 
to Baird Television, Ltd., to transmit programmes originating in their studios in Long Acre 
through the London Station transmitter in Oxford Street. These transmissions, which were 
subsequently referred to as 'low-deftnition', empIoyed 30 scanning lines, and 129 pictures were 
transmitted per second. Vision only was transmitted, but in 1930 the transmissions were con- 
tinued from the then new London Regional Station at Broolanans Park with the addition of 
sound. These p l i n e  trammissions were considered to be of su5cient technical interest for the 
BBC to equip a studio in Broadcasting House with Eaird apparatus, and this was put into use 
in 1932. 

At this time the development of improved standards of definition was proceeding rapidly. 
Baird Television, Ltd., and A. C. Cossor, Ltd., were experimenting with systems using 120 and 
180 lines, the latter firm concentrating on a method known as 'velocity modulation'. Electric 
and Musical Indusmes, Ltd., and Scophony, Ltd., also had systems which were well advanced. 

APPOINTMENT OF TELEVISION COMMITTEE 
The question therefore arose whether a public service of 'high-deftnition' television was 

possible using very high frequencies (VHF) in order to accommodate the large bandwidth 
necesary for the transmission of such systems. In May 1934 the Postmaster General appointed 
a committee under the chairmanship of Lord Selsdon to report on the relative merits of the 
various systems and on the conditions under which a public senice might be provided. 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TELEVISION COMMITTEE 

The main recommendations of the Committee, whose report was issued in January 1935, 
were:- 

(a) that a high-debnition public service should be established at an early date and that VHF 
trausmission should be used, 

(b) that rbe BBC should be responsible for television as for sound broadcasting, 

(c) that a standing Advisory Committee approved by the Postmaster General should be 
firmed, 

(6) that the h t  station should be in London and that the makers of the two selected systems, 
Baird and Adarcmi-E.M.I., should each supply their own apparatus for alternative 
op-h, 

(e) that tbe cost should be borne by the revenue obtained from the existing ten-shilling 
liocnac fec. 

RECOWWEKDATIOSS OF THE ADVISORY CO.XMITTEE 

Tbc Advisory Gommittoc raommcndtd that the studios and transmitters should be at 
Akrradrr PlLcr and that Baid Tekvkim, Ltd., and the Marooni-E.M.I. Television Co., Ltd., 
should be inritcd to tender for the supply of apparatus for their respective systems. Trans- 
missians cm arrrlcngths of qpmrimrtcly 6.7 metres for vision and 7-2 metres for sound 
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(i.e. 45.0 and 41.5 Mcls) were to be used, and the standards of picture transmission proposed 
by the two companies were accepted, namely :- 

(a) Baird System: 240 lines, 25 pictures per second, seque~tial scanning. 
(b) Marconi-E.M.I. System: 405 lines, 25 pictures per second with interlaced scanning 

giving go fields per second. 

A VHF sound transmitter manufactured by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., was 
provided by the BBC for use with either system. 

EXPERIMENTAL HIGH-DEFINITION TRANSMISSIONS 

Experimental public transmissions by both systems were radiated from Alexandra Palace 
during the Radio Exhibition at Olympia in August 1936, after which the transmissions were 
discontinued until October when a series of trial programmes was radiated for two hours daily. 

ALEXANDRA PALACE STATION OPENED 

The Alexandra Palace Station was formally opened by the Postmaster General on 2 November 
1936, and a public service for two hours daily came into being on this date, the two systems 
being used during alternate weeks. 

SINGLE STANDARD ADOPTED 

On g February 1937 the Postmaster General announced that, as a result of the experience 
gained with the transmissions from Alexandra Palace, the television Advisory Committee 
recommended that a single set of standards should be adopted for transmissions from the 
Alexandra Palace Station. These were as follows :- 

Number of lines per picture-og interlaced 

Number of fields per second-go 

Ratio of peak white picture to synchronizing pulse amplitude-70 :30 

Accordingly, from 6 February 1937, the Marconi-E.M.I. system alone was used at Alexandra 
Palace with positive modulation of the vision signal. Both sound and vision transmissions 
were amplitude modulated and vertically polarized. It is interesting to recall here that the 
basis of this system was suggested as long ago as 1908 by A. A. Campbell-Swinton, who put 
forward in a letter to Name an idea for the use of cathode-ray tubes at both transmitter and 
receiver. Thir idea he greatly amplified in a presidential address to the Rontgen Society in 191 I, 
envkagbg a s p e d  type of cathode-ray tube at the transmitter, which was the forerunner of 
the cameras in use today. The fir-sightedness of this idea of over fifty years ago is remarkable, 
for it required only the application of modern technique to develop it into the system now 
used by the BBC. 

At this point, credit should be given to a team of E.M.I. research workers led by Mr. Isaac 
Shoenberg for transking Campbell-Swinton's theory into a workable television system. That 
team induded such men as A. D. Blumlein and C. 0. Browne, who both lost their lives in an 
air accident during the war, and Dr. McGee, now a professor at the Imperial College of Science 
and Technology in London 

Wben tbe service started there was a single transmitting station at Alexandra Palace in North 
Loadon Tbc mmmitm kc lopea  a peak white output of approximately 17 kW and was of the 



high-power modulated type. Separate aerials were used for the vision and sound transmitters, 
each having a gain of 3 db. The power of the sound transmitter was 3 kW. 

Two studios only were available, situated at Alexandra Palace in the same building as the 
transmitters. Each studio measured 70' long by 30' wide by 23' high (21 >: 9 x 7 me-) and was 
equipped with three cameras of the Emitron (Iconoscope) type. About 100 kW of lighting 
available in each studio, part AC and part DC. 

Equipment was provided at Alexandra Palace for televising standard cinema films, such as 
newsreels, cartoons, and other features, and 'outside shots' for incorporation in studio pro- 
grammes. The equipment consisted of continuous-motion Mechau film projectors throwing an 
image directly on to the photo-sensitive mosaic of an Emitron camera. 

From the start it was realized that outside broadcasts, that is, programmes originating from 
outside the Alexandra Palace studios, would contribute a great deal to the television progpmmes. 
At first, such broadcasts were limited to the precincts of Alexandra Palace because the greatest 
length of camera cable that could be used was approximately ~,ooo ft. (305 metres), but early in 
1937 the Post Office installed a balanced-pair cable vision circuit between Alexandra Palace 
and central London, and it was by means of this that the 6rst outside broadcast to be undertaken 
at a distance from Alexandra Palace was carried out. This was of the Coronation Procession of 
H.M. King George VI in May 1937. To enable outside broadcast programmes to be televised 
from places at a greater distance from Alexandra Palace, the BBC purchased two mobile trans- 
mitters (working in Band I with a vision transmitter output of I kW), which had a range of some 
twenty miles (32 kilometres) and could be used to convey the vision signals to Alexandra Palace 
for transmission in the normal way. Two mobile control rooms containing equipment for the 
control of three cameras were also obtained. Regular programmes were transmitted for about 
two hours each evening and 14 hours each afternoon up to the outbreak of war in September 
1939 when the television service closed down. 

THE POST-WAR YEARS 

BRINGING TELEVISION T O  T H E  WHOLE NATION 

THE QUESTION OF STANDARDS REVIEWED 

In September 1943, the Government appointed a Committee, under the Chairmanship of 
Lord Hankey, to prepare plans for the reinstatement of the television service after the war. 
This Committee recommended that the service should be resumed on the same 405-line 
standard that was in operation before the war, and that television should be extended, as soon 
as possible, to the most populous provincial centres on the same basis. At that time, no alterna- 
tive system capable of giving appreciably higher definition had been developed in any European 
country and it was recognized that a long period of research and development would be needed 
before any such system became available for a public service. 



The Government accepted the recommendations of the Hankey Committee and the television 
service reopened, using the original standards, on 6 June 1946. The fundamental question of 
standards was reviewed in the ensuing two years and the Government decided that no change 
should be made. A new system, using a number of scanning lines in excess of 405 would have 
offered some innease in vertical definition of the received picture, but the horizontal definition 
would still have been restricted by the need to limit the bandwidth of the transmissions, in 
order to accommodate a l l  the projected transmitting stations within the available frequency 
band. 

NEW TRANSMITTING STATIONS 

Once the question of standards had been settled, it became possible to develop a plan for 
extending the television service beyond the area served by Alexandra Palace. A plan for nation- 
wide coverage was prepared and approved by the Postmaster General. The plan envisaged five 
high-power transmitting stations serving respectively the London area and south-east England, 
the Midlands, the indusmal North of England, central Scotland and South Wales with part of 
the West of England. The major centres of population lying between the areas covered by these 
five stations were to be covered by five medium-power stations, leaving the more outlying 
areas to be served by other stations of lower power. 

These stations had to be accommodated within the band of frequencies (41-68 Mcls) allo- 
cated to broadcasting in 1947 by the Atlantic City Conference of the International Tele- 
communication Union. It was, therefore, decided that they should all use the vestigial sideband 
system of transmission to reduce the total bandwidth requiredapart fiom the London station 
at Alexandra Palace which, being of much earlier design, had always used the double sideband 
system. By this means five independent frequency channels were obtained and it was decided 
that they should be shared on the basis of one high-power station, one medium-power station, 
and one or more low-power stations in each channel. 

The first of the high-power stations outside London was opened in December 1949 at 
Sutton Coldfield, near =rmingham, and all four of the new high-power stations were completed 
by August 1952. Construction of the medium-power stations was not authorized until 1953, 
but in the early part of that year, a special effort was made to inaease the coverage to the 
maximum possible in time for the Coronation in June of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 11. 
Temporary stations were built with all speed at Glencairn, near Belfast, at Pontop Pike, covering 
the heavily populated Tpeside area and at Truleigh Hill, near Brighton. 

Construction of the five permanent medium-power stations was started in July 1953 and 
completed in June 1956. Meanwhile a temporary low-power station had been brought into 
operation in the Isle of Man and further stations had been authorized to cover East Anglia, 
the Cbamel Islands, part of the North of Scotland, the Londonderry area of Northern Ireland, 
North-atst England, and West Wales. All these stations were completed before the end of 
1957, by which time also the original Alexandra Palace transmitters had been replaced 
(in March 1956) by n m  transmittem of h h e r  power on the Crystal Palace site in South 
London. 

During 1958, the coverage was extended to the far north of Scotland by the opening of 
transmirdng stations at Thrumster, near Wick, and in Orkney. The coverage in the south-east 
of England uas reinforced by tw new low-power stations at Dover and Folkestone. In 1959, 
a traosmittiag station was opened at Peterborough, and the main distribution network was 
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then complete. The BBC television Service was then available to some 49,650,000 people, 
equivalent to 98.6 per cent of the population of the United Kingdom. 
AU these twenty-three stations were ammmodated in the five kquency channels of Band I.  
There are three further bands of fkquenaes allocated by international agreanent for television 

services in the United Kingdom; these are known as Bands 111, lV, and V*. At the present 
time, techniques for using Bauds IV and V are not yet fully developed in this country aud the 
BBC's request to the Government for permission to use channels in Band 111 has not so far 
been granted. 

SATELLITE TRANSMITTING STAT IONS 

In June 1959, the Postmaster General gave his approval in prinaple to the k t  stage of 
the BBC's plan to build a large number of low-power transmitting stations, termed 'satellites'. 
The purpose of these is two-fold, to extend the coverage to new areas and to improve reception 
in areas where it is not very satisfactory. The second stage of this plan was approved by the 
Postmaster General in principle in May 1960, makmg a total of twenty-five additional 
stations so far approved. A further group of stations in Stage 3 of this plan is under 
consideration. 

The need to acconmodate these additional stations in the five channels of Band I has made 
it necessary to restrict their power in order to avoid causing interference with reception from 
stations already established in these channels. This interference, which takes the form of a 
pattern of lines across the screen, may arise when a receiver picks up signals from two or more 
transmitting stations using the same frequency channel. 

There are several methods of minimiziL~ this interference at the transmitting end and the 
BBC makes full use of them. These include:- 

(a) choosing the frequenaes of a new station so that there is the maximum distance between 
it and other stations using the same frequencies, 

(b) using vertical polarization at some stations and horizontal polarization at others, 
(c) using directional transmitting aerials to concentrate the available power in the area to be 

served and to minimize radiation in the direction of the nearer co-channel stations, 
(d) off-setting the frequencies of certain transmitters, i.e., making them slightly different 

from the nominal values, either in a positive or negative direction. The frequency offset is 
usually 6.75 kc/s (3 of the line scanning frequency) for vision and 20 kc/s for sound. 
An experiment recently concluded by the BBC shows that a significant further improve- 
ment can be obtained by controlling the offset frequencies within extremely close limits. 
This 'precision offset' as it is called involves maintaining the vision carrier frequencies of 
the stations concerned with an accuracy of f 2 CIS. 

It is estimated that the twenty-five satellite stations now planned or under construction will 
extend the coverage by some 300,000 people and that reception will be improved for nearly 
14 million people. This will bring the coverage of the BBC Television Service up to 99-4 per 
cent of the population of the United Kingdom. 

*Band Z extends from 41-68 Mcls, Band ZZZ from I74 276 Mcls, Band ZV from 470-582 Mcls, and Band V 
from 606-854 Mcls. 
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BBC TELEVISION STATIONS : 1961 

Frequencies 
Mc/s 

Station Channel Sound Vision 

Crystal Palace 

Divis 

Thrumster 

Holme Moss 
North Hessary Tor 

Rosemarkie 

Londonderry 

Dover 

Brighton (Whitehawk Hill) 

Rowridge 

Kirk o'shotts 

Tacolneston (Norwich) 

Blaen-plwyf 

Sutton Coldfield 

Meldrum 

Les Platons (Channel Islands) 4 

Sandale 4 

Folkestone 4 

wenvoe 5 

Pontop Pike 5 

Douglas (Isle of Man) 5 

Orkney 5 

Peterborough 5 

Polarization 

Vertical 

Horizontal 

Vertical 

vertical 

vertical 
Horizontal 

Horizontal 

Vertical 

Vertical 

vertical 

Vertical 

Horizontal 

Horizontal 

Vertical 

Horizontal 

Horizontal 

Horizontal 

Horizontal 

Vertical 

Horizontal 

Vertical 

Vertical 

Horizontal 

tDirectional aerial. 

Effective 
Radiated 

Vision Power 
kW 

200 

I2 

0.25-7t 

I00 

1-5-1st 
o5-1'5t 

o5-1'St 

0.04-1.4t 

0 ' 044 .4 t  

1-6-51t 

I00 

1'3-1st 

I-3t 

I00 

4-17t 
I 

10-28t 

0.007 (max)t 

I00 

I2 

0.18-2-8t 

4-14t 
I 

The 23 stations listed above cover 98-8 per cent of the population of the United Kingdom. 
Stages Iand I1 of the BBC's plan to build a large number of low-power satellite stations include 
a further twenty-five stations which will raise the coverage to 99-4 per cent. The satellite 
stations are being brought into xrvice individually as soon as they are completed; their locations 
are shown on the map on page 54. 



TELEVISION S T U D I O S  I N  LONDON 

When the BBC Television Service opened in 1936 there were only m television studios 
available, in the same building as the transmitters at Alexandra Palau. This was also the 
situation when the service reopened after the war in 1946. 

The idea of a Television Centre was conceived before the aar and a search for a suitable 
site began. To allow for fi~ture developments, a large site was clearly necessary and it would 
need to be reasonably central and easily accessible for those who would use it. The search was 
resumed after the war, and in 1949 a 134-acre site at the White City on Wood Lane near 
Shepherds Bush in West London was acquired. Since it was evident that the development of 
this site would necessarily take some years, steps were taken to provide interim studio 
accommodation. 

In 1950 the studios at Lime Grove, near Shepherds Bush (previously used for films) were 
acquired and converted into four general purpose television studios together with a small 
presentation studio. The Presentation Suite at Lime Grove became the controlling cenm of the 
BBC television network and all  programme items intended for the national network were 
assembled there before being distributed to transmitting stations throughout the country. 

In 1953, the Shepherds Bush Empire Theatre was acquired for light entertainment pro- 
grammes requiring a large studio audience. In 1954 the BBC acquired another film studio 
building known as the Riverside Studios, on the Thames near Hammersmith Bridge. This 
provided two additional studios and the opportunity was taken to try out new equipment and 
techniques to provide information on which to plan the equipment for the new Television 
Centre. 

Construction of the Television Centre began in 1951 and the k t  of the buildings, the 
Scenery Block, was completed in 1954. It  was immediately brought into operation for the 
manufacture and storage of scenery and properties for use in conjunction with the various 
London studios. The Restaurant Block was built next, and was used temporarily to provide 
additional offices and rehearsal moms until it was finally completed in time for the opening 
of the first studio associated with the Main Block in June 1960. Four of the main studios are 
now in operation and plans have been made for equipping a further three studios which were 
built in shell form with the rest of the Main Block in 1960. Later in 1960, the Presentation area 
at the Television Centre was brought into operation and took over from Lime Grove as the 
controlling centre for the BBC television network. 

In 1961, the construction of a further building to be known as the East Block was begun. 
This will be the main centre for engineering and house service maintenance and will include a 
suite for experimental television, stores, and offices. 

The conception of the Television Centre is pre-eminently practical; a circular Main Block 
houses the technical areas and the equipment directly associated with the production of 
television programmes, the transmission of films, and telerecording. Here too are the facilities 
for artists, such as dressing rooms, make-up and wardrobe and also the administrative ofices. 
Grouped round this circular building are the studios; this arrangement well meets the technical 
requirements and provides easy access from the centre for staff and artists. Around the outside 
of the studios (the studio floors are at ground level) runs a covered camage-way for the trans- 
port of scenery to and from the outer ends of the studios. The scenery block in which the 
scenery is built and stored is situated on the outside of this auriage-way. The ease and speed 
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with which scenery can be taken into and out of the studios is of the utmost importance because 
it is a major factor in controlling the amount of use that can be obtained from a studio. 

In designing the Centre, care has been taken to look well ahead and to proride space for 
possible future developments, such as colour and a second programme. This will make it 
possible, when the time comes, to install the additional electronic equipment, lighting and 
ventilation plant without any major building work. Space is available on the site for further 
future development should it be found, for example, that additional studios are required. 

The diagram shows the layout of the technical control areas associated with one studio. 
The Production, Lighting and Vision, and Sound Control Rooms are placed side by side and 
separated by large sound proof windows to provide dose visual contact between the producer 
and technical operations staff. Other sound proof windows give a clear view of the studio. 

A comprehensive series of experiments carried out by the BBC showed that it was possible 
for one operator to control electrically all four cameras in one studio if certain technical con- 
ditions were satisfied. This required a high degree of electrical stability from the cameras and 
their associated control equipment, and the mauufacturers have been able to meet the BBC's 
specification in this respect. The number of operational mntrols has thus been reduced to two 
per camera-one varying the light input by means of a remotely controlled iris and the other 
the picture black level. The remaining controls, numbering about thirty, are pre-set in advance. 

The operational controls in the vision control console have been specially developed to 
enable three functions to be performed with a single control knob. Moving this control over a 
quadrant varies the lens aperture, rotation of the knob adjusts the picture black level, and 
pressure on the knob switches a single monitor from one camera to another. Each camera has 
as usual its own picture monitor, but this last facility enables the pictures from each camera 
in turn to be displayed on the same preview monitor so that they can be accurately matched. 

Another innovation at the Television Centre is the placing side by side of the vision and 
lighting conwl consoles. This brings together the key personnel responsible for the technical 
quality of the pictures-the one being concerned with the setting and control of the lighting 
of the studio scene and the other with the control of the camera exposure and the resultant 
video signals. 

Cameras in the main production studios at the Television Centre are of the Image Orthicon 
type, using &-inch pick-up tubes. Turret-mounted lenses provide nominal horizontal viewing 
angles of go, 16", 24", and 35". Newly-developed studio zoom lenses are also available; they 
are turret mounted too and cover horizontal viewing angles in the range go to pO. 

Vision signals from the cameras are controlled from the vision mixer on the production 
control desk. Here pictures can be previewed, selected for transmission and combined in any 
desired way with pictures fiom other sources such as teledne fdm machines and special effects 
generators. Sound fiom the studio microphones and other sources is handled in the adjacent 
sound control room. 

The vision and sound signals from the studios go to the Central Apparatus Room which is 
the focal point for the collection of signals both within and external to the Television Centre; 
the C.A.R. also distributes the programmes to the national network of transmitting stations 
through the switching centre at Broadcasting House, to various points throughout the building 
and to any other required destination. Other important functions of the C.A.R. include:- 
I. The generation and dismbution of pulse waveform and test signals and the synchroniza- 

tion of local sources with signals fiom external sources by 'genlock' or standards conversion. 



PIun of Studio area layout 
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3. The comprehensive monitoring and measurement of the television signal at various stages 
of the programme chain. 

3. The provision of line terminal equipment to ensure high grade vision links between the 
Television Centre and other London studios. 
For the switching of the vision circuits, a special type of lowcapacitance motorized rotary 

switch is used. Conventional miselector switches are slaved from these and switch programme 
sound and numerous auxiliary circuits simultaneously. The switching equipment is installed 
in a separate Selector Room within the central apparatus room to overcome the problem of 
noise and to maintain a dust-free atmosphere. The equipment is remotely-controlled by push- 
buttons on the main control desk. 

The main power control board is also installed in this area and it is possible to monitor the 
power intake to the site and control its distribution to all main ares of the building by remote 
control of the I I kV switchgear. 

The Central Control Room is the focal point for the control of programme contributions 
from all sources. It is part of a Presentation Suite which conmins a Presentation Studio with 
its associated local Control Room. This studio is used for announcements and simple pro- 
grammes of the interview type and it contains two vidicon cameras. 

The Presentation Suite also contains the International Control Room, which is the focal point 
for television programmes sent to and received from other countries over the Eurovision 
Network. Sound and vision mixing facilities are specially arranged for programmes requiring 
multi-lingual commentaries and there is a comprehensive control line switching system to 
facilitate the setting up of the necessary programme circuits at home and abroad. Magnetic 
tape reproducers have been provided carrying identification signals in various languages. 

The production control room, Studio 3, Television Centre 



The Presentation Studio Control Room, Tele&on Centre 
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NEWS STUDIOS 

The headquarters of BBC Television News is at Alerandria Palact and uses one of the tao 
studios with which the television service began in 1936. There is also a news and intcmkw 
studio at All Souls Hall adjaomt to Broadcasting House, in central London, a small intierpiop 
studio at London Airport and another in St. Stephen's House, near the Houses of Parliament. 

St. Stephen's was the BBC's first unattended television studio and was brought into use in 
October 1957. It is used mainly for reports and intervim by the BBC's Parliamentary Coms- 
pondent. Here the vidicon television camera and other equipment is left set up ready for use 
and is switched on by remote control h m  Alexandra Palace when require. 

In All Souls Hall, a remotely-controlled camera developed by BBC engineas is used. The 
camera controls (pan, tilt, focus, zoom, and iris) can be o p t e d  h m  a control panel at 
Alexandra Palace some six miles away. Alternatively, five pffdetermined ~8mera shots om be 
made available to the interviewer, who selects them at will by pressing the appropriate button 
on a 'shot-box' held in the hand. 

At Alexandra Palace, the News studio has recently been requipped with five remotely- 
controlled vidicon cameras. A specially-designed control desk enables two operators to control 
four of the cameras, the fifth being a spare. Each of the cameras can be set up to give six pre-set 
shots which are selected by push-buttons. The pre-setting facility includes zoom, focus, iris, pan, 
and tilt controls. 

NEWS STUDIO, 

I ALEXANDRA PALACE 

(above) two of the remotely- 
controlled cameras 



REGIONAL CENTRES 

The number and types of programmes contributed by the Regions to the national network, in 
addition to programmes transmitted for reception only in the Region itself, has made it 
necessary to provide Regional studios, outside broadcast units and equipment for the making 
and transmission of films. Mobile video tape recording equipment is also being provided in 
each Region. 

Permanently equipped television studios capable of full-scale productions are in service at 
Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, Manchester, and Belfast. In each of these centres 
there is also a small studio of the interview type and there are additional interview studios at 
Newcastle, Norwich, Plymouth, and Southampton. Circuits have been provided to enable 
programmes from these regional sub-centres to be fed to their local transmitters independently 
of the national network and of the regional programme, for example, Southampton studio to 
Rowridge and North Hessary Tor, Norwich to Tacoheston, and Newcastle to Pontop Pike. 
These facilities are being extended so that news, sports reports and interview programmes can 
be planned specifically for local areas as well as for whole Regions. 



TELEVISION PICTURES FROM FILM 

In order to transmit a film by television, it is necessary to scan each successive film frsme and 
thus to obtain an electrical vision signal whose voltage varies with the density of tbe film along 
the scanning lines. 

The preferred method of carrying out this film scanning is the r n - s p o t  process, in which 
a cathode-ray tube provides a synchronized raster of uniform brighmess and an image of this 
raster is passed through the moving film by a lens system. In this way, each point in the film 
frame is scanned by a moving beam of light. After it has passed through the film, tbe intmity 
of this light beam varies with the density of each pomon of the film, and a photocell transforms 
this varying light intensity into an electrical voltage which varies correspondingly. 

In the twin-lens flying-spot system, in which the film moves continuously, the film gate is the 
size of a normal film frame but the flying spot raster has an aspect ratio of 4:1f instead of the 
normal 4:3. A double lens system focuses two images of the raster, one above the other, on to 
the film in the gate. As each film frame passes the first image of the raster the odd-line field is 
scanned and as the same film frame moves on to the second image, the raster s c a m  the even 
line field. A mechanical shutter blacks out each raster image alternately while the other image 
is scanning the film. 

The twin-lens flying spot machines produce pictures of the highest quality, but have the 
disadvantage that the mechanism must run up to synchronous speed before the picture om be 
transmitted. This takes some eight seconds. 

There is an operational need for a film picture which is available immediately, for example, 
when a fitmed sequence is to be inserted into a live studio programme. Two types of machine 
are available to provide this facility. One uses a system of rotating and tilting mirrors to cause 
an image of a flying-spot raster to be held stationary, relative to the moving film. The film, 
as long as it has no sound track, can therefore be transmitted while stationary, or at any speed 
between zero and the normal speed. Another non-synchronous film scanning mechanism 
achieves the same result by using a rotating glass polygon to hold the image of the scant@ 
raster stationary relative to the film. 

A fourth type of telecine channel used by the BBC uses a standard intermittent motion film 
projector in conjunction with a vidicon camera tube. In this case, the relatively long storage 
time of this type of tube bridges over the time intervals when the optical image is blacked out 
for the film pull-down. 

Facilities for reproducing sound fiom magnetic track, either on the same film or on separate 
sprocketed film, are available. This offers a higher standard of quality than an optical sound 
track, which must usually undergo several dubbings before reaching the fiual positive film. 

EQUIPMENT FOR PRODUCING SPECIAL EFFECTS 

A necessary part of any television studio production is a suitable background in front of which 
the action takes place. This takes many forms. The walls of a room, for example, may be built 
with wood, canvas, and other materials, real window-frames may be provided, bookshelves 
may contain real books, and so on. On the other hand, much of the background may be painted 
on a canvas backcloth which is a commonly-used method of depicting outdoor scenes. 



BACK PROJECTION 

Another method of providing a background which is sometimes both convenient and 
economical is known as 'back projection', a process often used in the film industry. This means 
that the action takes place in front of a large translucent screen on to the rear of which the 
required background is projected from a lantern slide. To the cameras this can appear entirely 
realistic if the relative illumination of the screen and of the 'live' artists is well balanced and 
if care is taken to get the perspective right. As well as this fixed or static back-projection the 
BBC successfully uses moving back-projection in which the image on the translucent screen is 
obtained from a film. This method can be used, for example, to convey the impression that the 
aceion is taking place in a train, the changing landscape on the screen as seen through the carriage 
window making it appear that the train is moving, or to depict a street scene with passing vehicles. 

INLAY TRANSPARENCY EQUIPMENT 
The 'Inlay' process is a most versatile means of producing special visual effeas by electronic 

means. It enables a 'hole' of any desired shape or size to be made in the television picture from 
a camera or other picture source and a picture from an entirely separate source to be fitted 
exactly into this hole. Thus, for example, one camera shot may show an exterior view of a 
building with an open window and the area of the window may be filled by a picture from 
another camera showing a person in a room interior. 

Inlay equipment designed by BBC engineers was introduced into service in mid-1953. In 
this equipment, the desired portion of the television picture was suppressed (to black level), the 
shape and position of the suppressed portion being determined by an opaque mask placed over 
the raster of a flying-spot scanning apparatus. This provided a switching signal which operated 
an electronic changeover switch, which ensured that the second picture would fit exactly into 
the masked off part of the first picture. A new design of inlay equipment has been provided in 
association with each studio at the Television Centre, in which a vidicon camera channel 
provides the switching signal. The camera is focused on a rectangular light source window on 
which the cut-out shape of the mask is p l a d .  

Moving masks can be devised to provide a wide variety of 'wipes'; it is also possible to divide 
the screen into two so that, for example, two people at different places can be shown side by side. 

This equipment can also be used for the process known as 'Overlay' in which the portion of 
the first picture which is suppressed, is determined by the shape and position of a selected 
object in the picture to be 'overlaid'. The second picture can be a moving one, for example, a 
dancer in light clothing against a dark background. An important feature is that the scale of the 
two pictures can be different; the danoet can for instance be made to appear only two or three 
inches high and to be dancing on the rim of a wine glass or on the palm of a man's hand. 

The transparenq equipment provided at the Television Centre employs a second vidicon 
camera channel which, by means of a 3-way optical multiplexer, can accept pictures from one 
or more of three projectors. TKO of these projectors take still transparencies mounted in 2" x 2" 

slides. Each is fitted with vanetype shutters, operated by a moving-coil type movement, 
bemeen thc light sources and the transparencies; these shutters ere controlled either by a 
fader or t y  a snitch enabling the p i m  to be applied to the camera by a fading or a cutting 
process. The third projector takes a 35 mm film smp, up to roft in length, and is used to display 
rolling titles in place of the large machines formerly used on the studio floor in conjunction 
with one of the studio caneras. 
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LINKING T H E  STUDIOS AND TRANSMITTERS 

A network of vision and sound circuits has been provided by the Post Oflice. The main centre 
of programme production is in London and most of the network is duplicated so that vision 
and sound signals can be sent in both directions. This enables contributions from the Regions 
to the network programme to be routed to London, where they pass through the Central 
Control Room at the Television Centre to be co-ordinated with programme items from other 
sources, before distribution to the transmitting stations. 

In planning these links, provision has been made for the Regions to transmit programmes 
merent from those of the main network. For example, there are regular local news and sports 
reports for which the transmitting stations are split up into groups. 

Switching centres have been built at the main BBC studio centres to give control of the net- 
work programmes, programmes originated and transmitted locally, and outside broadcasts 
which may be fed into the network at intermediate points. 

The BBC uses vision circuits of four types, as shown on the map. With the exception of the 
London-Birmingham link, all the Post Oflice cable circuits use $-inch (0.95-cm) diameter 
coaxial tubes, and the vision channel occupies a frequency band from 0.5-4 Mc/s with the 
carrier frequency at I Mc/s. The London-Birmingham link, the first extension outside London, 
was planned to be capable of a bandwidth of the order of 30 Mc/s in case it became necessary 
to carry colour television signals of the red, green, and blue type, each at full bandwidth- 
no practicable coding system having been developed at that time. It uses I-inch (2.5 cm) 
coaxial tubes and the vision channel operates between 3 and 7 Mc/s with the carrier frequency 
at 6-12 Mc/s. 

Radio links operating at about 4,000 Mc/s are also rented from the Post Office for the circuits 
from Manchester to Pontop Pike and on to Kirk o'Shotts in Central Scotland, from London 
to Rowridge in the Isle of Wight and between Sutton Coldfield, Peterborough and Norwich. 

With the continued expansion of the network, the BBC has made increasing use of the practice 
of picking up the mansmissions from one station at another BBC station, where they are 
rebroadcast. This process may be repeated when required. For example, the transmissions from 
Meldrum are picked up and rebroadcast by Thrumster and the transmissions fiom Thrumster 
in turn are picked up at a relay point at Brabstermire and sent by a SHF radio link to Orkney 
where they are re-broadcast. The proposed Shetland station in its turn will rebroadcast the 
signals received from Orkney. 

On one section of the network, that between the Isle of Man and Divis in Northern Ireland, 
a BBC UHF link operating in Band V is used. This link is fed by signals received fiom the 
Holme Mm station in the Isle of Man. 

RECORDING TELEVISION PROGRAMMES (TELERECORDING) 

In television it is important to be able to record the pictures, and the accompanying sound, 
for subsequent reproduction in the programmes. This is useful for giving a second viewing 
of a programme or a h t  viewing of an event that has occurred earlier, and also as a means of 
putting together a number of scenes performed in the studio so as to produce a continuous 
proegammte for showiag later. 
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SOME ASPECTS 
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E N G I N E E R I N G  

A Experimental 819-line, 50 fields/5q-line, 60 fields 
Standards Conversion equipment developed and first 
used by the BBC to make video tape recordings of the 
'Western Summit' meeting for an American network, . 
December 1959. 1 

B Measuring the electrical characteristics of the Crvstal I 
Palace Aerial System. 

C Building the ~oc-ft. mast at ihe BBC's Peterborough 
station. 

WORK 

D Adjusting Outside Broadcast Radio 
Link Aerials. 

E Testing and alignment of a Televi- 
sion Test Signal Generator for the 
Television Cenue. 

F Checking rebroadcast receivers 
built in the BBC's laboratories. 
These will be used at BBC 
television stations which are joined 
to the main network by direct 
reception from another transmitter. 



Until recently a recording of television pictures could be made only on photographic film. 
Several such methods have been developed, but they have limitations. The film has to be 
developed before the pictures can be reproduced, and this process n d p  innoduccs a 
delay and some degree of distortion. Moreova the film stock is expensive and can be used 
only for one recording. 

At present, three main systems are used by the BBC, dl  in effect photographing on film the 
picture on the end of a cathoderay tube. 

In one system, known as 'suppressed-field', the picture on the cathoderay tube is recorded 
by a normal intermittent type film camera which is run in synchronism with the television 
lield frequency. Since this camera needs about half of each field period to complete the film 
pull-down and the film cannot be exposed during the pull-down period, it is naxssary to 
suppress each alternate vertical scan (field) of the picture on the cathode-ray tube. The film 
pull-down takes place during this period of suppression. Thus the recorded picture has a 
nominal 2023 lines instead of 405. This equipment is designed to use 35 mm film. 

A more recent method is the stored-field system in which all the lines are recorded. In this 
system, the alternate vertical scans, which take place during the pull-down period, are not 
suppressed. The afterglow of the cathode-ray tube is relied upon to store these lines until they 
are exposed at the same time as the lines which are scanned during the exposure period. It is 
necessary to provide circuitry which automatically increases the gain of the video amplifier 
during the scanning of the stored field, in order to compensate for the decay during storage 
and to ensure that the stored and direct fields have equal intensity when they are exposed 
together. This equipment uses 35 mm film and can produce recordings of very satisfactory 
quality- 

The third system of making telerecordings on film uses a 'rapid pull-down' mechanism in 
which the film pull-down time has been reduced to about 5 milliseconds. Even this is mnsider- 
ably longer than the television field blanking period of 1-4 milliseowds and this difliculty is 
overcome in the following way. The camera shutter is arranged to close at the moment when 
field blanking and film pull-down commences and remains closed until the film pull-down is 
completed. The camera therefore remains shuttered during the h t  few active lines of each 
field. These few lines are stored by the persistence of the screen of the picture tube until the 
shutter re-opens and exposure of the film begins. Some compensation must be introduced to 
ensure that these lines receive the same exposure as the remaining lines which are scanned 
after the shutter has re-opened. This correction is achieved by placing a graded neutd-density 
filter in front of the picture tube, with the minimum density at the top edge of the picture. 

The BBC also makes considerable use of video tape recording in which both vision and 
sound signals are recorded on magnetic tape. The vision signal in the British 405-line system 
extends from zero to 3 Mcls; the satisfactory recording of the low frequencies necessitates the 
use of a carrier system in which these frequencies are translated upwards, while the recording 
of the high frequencies requires a high tape speed relative to the recording head. 

The BBC has installed a number of Ampex Videotape recording equipments both at the 
Television Centre a d  in vehicles, for use in London and the Regions. The Ampex machines 
use a frequency modulation system, with a carrier frequency of 4 Mcls. Four recording heads 
are used, mounted on the periphery of a rotating drum, the signal being switched from one 
head to another as each comes opposite the magnetic tape. The drum rotates at 15,000 r.p.m. 
and the tape is drawn past it at approximately 15 inches per second, giving a relative head to 
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tape speed of 1,600 inches per second. This arrangement implies that the recording tracks lie 
across the tape instead of along it as in magnetic tape sound recording. The sound track is 
recorded longitudinally in the n o d  way along the top of the tape. 

The quality of videotape recordings is very good and the facility of immediate replay as 
soon as the tape has been rewound is a big advantage. It is a simple matter to produce copies 
by reproducing the tape on one machine and re-recording it on another. There is practically 
no visible deterioration in first generation copies. 

With magnetic tape recording the whole video waveform is recorded, including the s p -  
chronizing signals. Therefore such recordings cannot be reproduced in another country, if 
the television standards are Merent, without the use of a standards converter either before 
recording or during reproduction. 

F ILM MAKING FOR TELEVISION 

The use of film plays an important part in the BBC television p r o g w e s ;  it is extensively 
used in documentaries, for sequences inserted into live programmes and, of course, for the 
news and newsreels. The headquarters of the Film Unit is at Ealing where the BBC acquired 
in 1955 the former Ealing Film Studios. The film production facilities there comprise filming, 
editing, reviewing, dubbing, and film library activities. 

In addition, each of the Regional Centres has its own film unit. The Television News Depart- 
ment, which is a part of the News Division, is based at Alexandra Palace. 

The BBC uses both 35 mm and 16 mm film. As a general principle, 16 mm is used where 
mobility of equipment is essential such as on overseas assignments and for some news reporting; 
35 mm is used when the highest quality is necessary, particularly for film inserts for a live 
television play or feature programme. Both the film department and television news are 
equipped to handle film of either gauge. 

The BBC uses some 120 film cameras of 16 different types. These are mostly commercial 
models, but one notable exception is a double camera developed by BBC enginem in collabora- 
tion with a manufacturer. The double film camera was designed to concentrate all the elements 
necessary for high quality 35 mm i i h h g  within two units, the camera unit itself and the sound 
amplifier. To avoid synchronizing problems, the picture camera and sound recorder are 
mounted alongside each other and coupled mechanically within the blimp; 35 mm magnetic 
film is used running at standard television film speed (25 frames per second) to provide optimum 
sound quality and eliminate sound transfer problems. 

The film department has a need at times for light portable cameras and sound recording 
equipment; this is met by a method of recording synchronized sound with a portable tape 
recorder using ordinary unsprocketed ) inch magnetic tape. In this system, the tape recorder, 
which is transistorized, is arranged for twin-track working. On one track the sound is recorded 
in the normal way and on the other is recorded the output of a 50 c/s tone generator driven 
by the picture camera. A synchronized perforated magnetic film recording of the sound- 
necessary for editing purposes, is obtained by transferring the &inch tape recording to the film 
using the 50 c/s tone to control precisely the speed of the perforated film recorder. This ensures 
accurate synchronization between the sound and the picture. 



In order to improve the quality of films made for television, including telerecordings, the 
BBC has made a detailed study of each stage of the various processes which the film undergoes 
from the time it is exposed until the final negative or print is obtained. 

For news film purposes the BBC has established a film processing laboratory at Alexandra 
Palace which handles some thousands of feet of film a day. Although most of the film processed 
at Alexandra Palace remains in negative form, (tonal inversion so as to transmit a positive 
image being accomplished in the telecine equipment), it sometimes happens that positive 
prints are also needed. This usually occurs when a news item is of wide interest and copies 
are required abroad. Under such circumstances it is current practice to send the exposed 
material directly to commercial film processing laboratories both for original development 
and for printing. 

A system of rigid sensitometric control is applied in the film processing at Alexandra Palace 
together with 'after-treatment' which is caffied out when the film has been developed, fixed, 
washed and dried. In this treatment the films are given a protective coating of wax paste to 
prevent emulsion scratches, to assist 'green' film through projection equipment and to retard 
dirt and dust deposits, thus maintaining a high standard of film processing under the urgent 
conditions associated with news film work. A detailed description of these processes has been 
published in two BBC Engineering Division Monographs (see inside back cover). 

Samd rrmrsfer nr t -~ ,  BBC Film Studios 
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FILM DUBBING 

'Dubbing' is the process of transferring the sound accompaniment of a film fiom one of 
the many sound-recording media to another or for adding a commentary to silent pans of the 
film. This may be necessary for a wide variety of reasons. A documentary film, for example, 
may be made up of a mixture of interviews (with synchronized dialogue) and silent film shots 
(where the sound is filled in by a non-synchronous commentary, background music or sound 
effects). 

Recording or reproducing machines for all the forms of sound recording involved in this 
process must be provided. There are at present some fourteen variations which may be en- 
countered, embracing both 35 mm and 16 mm film. It is also necessay to provide the sound 
accompaniments of films for export in a wide variety of different forms; for example, although 
the BBC prefers to use magnetic sound recording on separate sprocketed film of the same gauge 
as the picture film, many broadcasting organizations abroad are equipped only to handle 
16 mm film with an optical track combined with the picture film. 

The different forms of recording and reproducing facilities have been concentrated in a 
comprehensive Sound Transfer Suite in the Television Film Studios at Ealing. This is a room 
containing equipment for recording and reproducing any of the forms of optical or magnetic 
sound tracks likely to be encountered by the BBC, together with disk reproducers and arrange- 
ments for running any combination of the machines in synchronism with one another. 

Film dubbing suite, BBC Film Studws 



A Film Dubbing Theatre must contain means for looking at a projected picture and recording 
a spoken commentary or other sound accompaniment at the appropriate moments. Thus the 
commentator must be provided with a microphone so placed that he can view the film in order 
to time his remarks accurately. The microphone must also be positioned so that it does not pick 
up unwanted sounds in the Dubbing Theatre. There must also be a control desk where sound 
signals from film, tape, disk or any other source om be faded up at the appropriate moments, 
and a position from which the producer cm cue the commentator and the operators of the 
various sound reproducers. 

OUTSIDE BROADCASTS 

Outside broadcasts (generally known as 0.B.s) account for approximately one sixth of the 
BBC's television programme output. A figure like this does not give an adequate impression 
of the vast amount of effort required to organize and execute these broadcasts. A better idea 
can be gsined by considering the year ending 31 March 1961 during which there were 970 
outside broadcast items originating from places as widespread as Aberdeen, LlangolIen, Ide of 
Man, Scarborough, and Barnstaple. A considerable expansion in technical facilities has been 
needed to enable these broadcasts to be carried out and also to pioneer 0.B.s from aeroplanes 
and helicopters, surface ships, and submarines. These facilities can be classified under two 
main headings. 
(a) The equipment for generating signals embodying all the details (including sound) of the 

scene being televised. 
(b) The means for conveying these signals to an appropriate point on the national network so 

that they can be broadcast either nationally or to a particular part of the country. 
The television signal is generated by a number of cameras in conjunction with a mobile control 

room which is taken to the scene of the O.B. The mobile control room contains all the technical 
equipment needed for operating the cameras, including waveform generators, and also accom- 
modates the producer of the programme and his staff as well as engineers. The number of 
cameras available is normally three and they can be operated away from the vehicle using 
camera cables up to z,ooo ft in length. The vision control equipment permits cutting, fading 
or mixing television cameras. Sound equipment is installed to accommodate ten microphones. 

The cameras used with the mobile control rooms are exclusively of the Image Orthicon type. 
There are nine of these mobile units in service, three in London and one at each of the main 
Regional centres. Three are equipped with pinch image orthicon tubes and six with &-inch 
tubes. 

The camem have turrets olrrying a number of alternative lenses so that a lens of the desired 
f d  length can be selected quickly. The turrets fitted to the more recent cameras will accom- 
modate lenses of 2-inch and p i n c h  focal lengths simultaneously as well as two others of 
intermediate fbcal length. The cameras also have a 'neutral density' filter with a range of 
10: I, which, operated in conjunction with a remote iris control from the control vehicle 
allows scenes of widely Werent luminance to be televised, while simultaneously permitting 
control of the depth of field over a greater range of distances than was previously possible. 

As an alternative to a lens turret, mom lenses of various types are used. A zoom lens is one 
in which the focal length can be altered during transmission, either manually or by means of an 



electric motor. This changes the mlrmificatim of the lens and produots a ramrkabk subjedire 
effect. For example, a wide-angle, general view of a scmr can be changed propcsittly to a 
close-up of any selected detail without the picture becoming out of focm. 

Rapid advances in the design of zoom lenses have been made in the past fea years. The 
cumbersome and heavy mom lenses used in 1951, which had a range of variation in f o d  length 
of 5: I gave way in 1953 to lighter and more compact types with alternative rangs of 4 ins. to 
20 ins. or 8 ins. to 40 ins. To change from one range to another inwlved dismantling the lcns, 
but in the past year a further step forward has produced a lcns with a continuous variation in 
focal length of 4 ins. to 40 ins. This total range is split into four, the required range bang 
obtained by a simple 'optical' switch which alters the relationship of the moving elements of 
the lens. This operation can be carried out during transmission, the original picture dissolving 
smoothly into the new one. 

Although mobiie control rooms are normally operated from 
the public power supply, mobiie power supply vehicles are held 
in reserve to d o w  broadcasts to be made from points where no 
public supply is available. These are equipped with diesel- 
electric generating sets providing an output of 18 kVA. Each 
diesel engine is fitted with an accurate governor for dose 
automatic speed control. 

Vision s i g d s  from the mobile units are conveyed to the 
television network in various ways. Permanent vision cable 
circuits are rented from the Post Office in parts of central 
London, with extensions to certain places farther out from 
which 0.B.s are frequently taken. Ordinary telephone lines are 
used for short distances of one or two miles either as 'spurs' to 
this cable or independently. Elsewhere BBC radio links are 
used, mostly operating in the Super High Frequency band on 
frequencies in the range 7,0507,300 Mcls. These can give a 
range of about 45 miles over an optical path with a power of 
3 watts: greater distances are covered by using two or more 
links in tandem. It is often not possible to achieve an optical 
path between the site of the O.B. and the site of tbe first SHF 
link; in such circumstances, UHF equipment of BBC design 
is used for the first 'hop', operating on a frequency of the order 
of 600 Mcls. The terminal receiving point of a radio link is 
normally the nearest convenient point on or near to the perma- 
nent network, wbich may, for example, be a tall building in the 

When radio links are used for t e l e v k b  outside broadurrts it is 
essential to be able to raise the transmitting and receiving aerials 
clear of local obstructions and in the minimum time. The Extending 
Tower vehicle shown lifts the d and transmitting equipment 
to a he&ht of 60 ft. 



town where a regional centre is situated, a repeater station on the Post Office network or a 
BBC television transmitting station, provided with SHF receiving aerials on its mast. 

Mobile extending-tower aerial vehicles are used with the SHF links to gain height and to 
enable local obstructions to be avoided. The transmitting and receiving paraboloid aerials and 
their associated electronic equipment can be raised by the telescopic extending towers to a 
maximum height of 60 fi. (18m.) above ground and orientated by remote control on to any 
required bearing with an error of less than f r. 

In addition to the mobile control room itself, each unit has a number of auxiliary vehicles 
to carry cameras, microphones, cables, and radio link equipment. 

The units described above constitute, so to speak, the main armament but other equipment 
is also used for 0.B.s. In some circumstances, the equipment already described is too bulky 
to be accommodated at the site of an O.B. and takes too long to set up and bring into action. 

The BBC therefore designed and built in 1954 a light-weight O.B. unit which became 
known as the 'Roving Eye'. This consisted of a vehicle 18' x 10' x 6' 9" (5.8 x 3 x 2 m.) 
equipped wit .  a single camera channel and with radio link transmitters to convey the vision and 
sound signals to some convenient fixed point. The vehicle was provided with its own power 
supply in the form of an alternator driven by a petrol engine and could be used, if required, 
while on the move-hence the name 'Roving Eye'. 

One of the BBC's 'Rooing Eyes' rwiting to follow the horses in the Grand NatioMI 
and transmit pictures while on the m e  
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The success of the Roving Eye led to the design of a second similar unit equipped with two 
camera channels, which considerably increased its usefulness. The range of the radio link 
transmitters was greatly increased, when the unit was used at a fixed point, by the incorporation 
of a pneumatically operated telescopic mast which could raise the aerials to a height of 45 fi 
(13'7 m). Apart from its 'roving' function, the 2-camera vehicle is ofien used by itself when 
the use of the more cumbersome 3-camera O.B. unit (which may need four or more vehicles) 
is not justified or is inconvenient. It is also used to provide additional camera c h a ~ e l s  when 
required, in conjunction with a normal O.B. unit. 

The BBC has recently designed a more compact singlecamera Roving Eye mounted in a 
faster vehicle of the estate-car type. This has a number of uses of which one is illustrated in the 
photograph. 

Radio Cameras are also used for 0.B.s. Each consists of a lightweight portable vidicon camera 
and control unit, a transistorised waveform generator, radio transmitter and battery supply. 
The vision signals are transmitted to some convenient fixed point nearby and the cameraman 
has complete freedom of movement since he is not hampered by the usual mailing cables. 

Each regional centre will shortly have a mobile video tape unit which, used in conjunction 
with the O.B. vehicles will make it possible to present a programme from any point to which 
a vehicle can be driven. 

Radio Camera in use 
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T H E  INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE O F  PROGRAMMES 

EUROVISION 

The exchange of television programmes between those European countries which have television 
services is now taken for granted, yet it is less than ten years since the first of these exchanges 
took place. 

In 1952, the BBC in conjunction with R.T.F. in France conceived the bold idea of presenting 
to viewers in Britain a series of programmes originating in Paris. The technical problems to be 
overcome were formidable. There was, of course, no circuit in existence capable of carrying 
vision signals from Paris to London although R.T.F. had an experimental radio link between 
Paris and LiUe. Temporary radio links were set up by the BBC to carry the signals from LiUe 
to the coast, across the English Channel and on to London. (The possibility of linking the French 
coast with London had previously been demonstrated in 1950, when a BBC Television O.B. 
unit was sent across the Chamel for a programme originating in Calais.) This was the first 
occasion when a live television programme from the continent had been transmitted over the 
BBC network. 

Then there was the problem of the different television standards used in the two countries. 
The BBC television service uses a 405-line standard while R.T.F. had a MI-line system in 
Paris and a new system using 819 lines in Paris and Lille. How to convert television signals 
from one standard to another exercised the minds of BBC research engineers and their French 
colleagues, but a solution was found on both sides of the Channel. A standards converter 
designed by the BBC Research Department was installed in Cassel, in northern France, to 
convert the French 81g-line signals to 405 lines; and a French firm produced another which 
was installed in Paris so that the MI-line transmitter could be fed h m  the 819-line system. 
Converters have since been installed at other points in the Eurovision network. 

The basic idea of the conversion process is simple; it is to display the picture with the 
number of lines used in the originating system on the screen of a cathode-ray tube, and to re- 
scan it with a television camera operating with the number of lines used at the receiving end of 
the circuit. In practice, much experimental work had to be done to produce a satisfictory 
converter. In the BBC converter, the tube on which the picture is displayed has a phosphor with 
a decay time comparable with the time taken to scan a single field of the television image. By 
this means the television camera is presented with a picture that is virtually continuous during 
one field. The scanning camera has an Image Orthicon tube. 

The next big step forward was in June 1953, when television in Europe had grown to such 
an extent that viewers in France, Holland, and Western Germany were able to see live pictures 
f h m  London of the Coronation of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 11. 

By 1956 the opening of television services in several more European countries led to the 
idea of an excbaqe of programmes between eight national television organizations to be held 
in June 19% The plan was for each country to contribute one or more programmes over a 
paid of a week, which meant that the international links joining adjacent countries would 
need to transmit programmes in both directions. Duplicate circuits therefore had to be provided, 
or at least circuits whose direaion of transmission could be reversed in a reasonably short time. 
The success of this experiment made it evident that Eurovision had come to stay and that 

the time had come to organize the required hcilities in a permanent manner. This was under- 
taken by the Europtan Broadcasting Union which has done much to foster the development 



of Eurovision. The E.B.U. has established in Brussels an International Coordination Cenm 
for the technical supervision of programme exchanges and the switching of the vision and 
sound circuits. The E.B.U. also handles the planrung of t h e  exchanges, both on the programme 
and engineering sides and has set up two Working Parties concaned respectively with E m  
vision Operations and with such matters as standards of performance of circuits and equipment, 
and methods of measurement. 

Additional vision circuits have now been established to enable programmes to be exchanged 
independently of the normal programme networks of the countries through which they pass. 
In the United Kingdom, the Post Office has established a permanent cable link between London 
and the coast and a cross-Channel radio link to Northern France. BBC standards conversion 
equipment is installed at the Post OfTice cross-Channel terminal station at Tolsford Hill, near 
Folkestone, to convert incoming programmes from 625 or 819 lines to 405 lines, and outgoing 
programmes fiom 405 to 625 lines. The converters are of an improved type, using cameras 
equipped with &inch Image Orthicon tubes, and have to a great extent eliminated the dis- 
tortions introduced in the conversion process. 

At the present time, the Eurovision network embraces twenty television services in sixteen 
countries. Programmes have also been exchanged with countries in Eastern Europe, where a 
separate network known as Intervision has been created. 

The BBC brought to viewers in this country the first live picrures h m  Moscow (fed into 
the Eurovision network at Helsinki by direct reception from the station at Tallin) on 
14 April 1961; this was followed by transmissions to this country of the May Day Parade 
from Moscow and programmes have since been exchanged with the Russian television service 
in both directions. 

These photographs, taken from a television re&er in London, show the amval at Moscow airport 
of spaceman Major Gagmn and his greetirg by Mr. Kruscha, 
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CABLEFILM 

There is at present no means of exchanging live programmes with the American continent 
but the BBC has developed a system for the transmission of short News films across the 
Atlantic, using the telephone cable installed in 1956. Consideration of the characteristics of this 
cable indicated that a maximum bandwidth of 4.5 kc/s could be used; since the normal BBC 
television signal occupies a bandwidth of 3 Mcls, drastic economies in bandwidth have to be 
made. This is achieved as follows :- 
I. The horizontal definition is restricted to that corresponding with a bandwidth of 1-75 Mc/s 

in the 405-line system. 
2. The number of lines is reduced to 200, using sequential scanning. 
3. At the sending end of the circuit, alternate film frames only are transmitted; each fiame 

scan is reproduced on two adjacent film frames at the receiving end. 
These measures reduce the 3 Mcls bandwidth to 450 kc/s, the remaining reduction being 

obtained by a decrease in the scanning speed until the maximum video frequency corresponds 
with the available 4-5 kc/s upper limit. The time required to scan the film is approximately 
IOO times normal, so that a half-minute News flash takes fifty minutes to transmit. At the 
receiving end the pictures are recorded on a second film, which can be televised at normal speed. 

50160 c/s STANDARDS CONVERTER 

To enable programmes recorded on video tape to be exchanged with North *America it is 
necessary to use a standards converter which will not only change the number of lines but also 
the field frequency. In Europe, the 405-, 625-, and 81gline systems all have a field repetition 
frequency of 50 fields per second while in America the picture is composed of 525 lines with 
60 fields per second. The BBC has designed equipment to enable this conversion to be carried 
out successfully. It is based on the standards converter used for Eurovision,. but incorporates 
means of virtually eliminating the flicker produced by the difference in field frequencies. 

BBC St&& CorroretztOn equipment at the Post O$ice terminal of the cross-Channel Eurowk'on 
link at Tokfmd Ha, nem Folkestone: a 625Iine camera is suuming a 405-line picture for trans- 

mirrion owrseczs 



BEHIND T H E  SCENES 
ORGANIZATION 

Television studios and transmitting stations are owned and operated by the BBC. Permanent 
line networks are owned by the Post Ollie who rent them to the BBC together with temporary 
lines for outside broadcasts. Radio links used for outside broadcasts are owned and operated 
by the BBC under licence from the Postmaster General. 

Responsibility for the day-to-day operation and maintenance of all the equipment used in 
originating a programme, that is, studio, telecine, teleremrding, and outside broadcasting 
equipment rests with the Controller, Television Service Engineering, under the technical 
direction of the BBC's Director of Engineering. The distribution of programmes over the line 
network is looked after by the BBC Lines Department who work in close cooperation with the 
Post Oflice; they also operate and maintain the BBC's television switching centres. Transmitting 
stations are the responsibility of the Superintendent Engineer, Transmitters, who controls also 
the transmitters used by the BBC's sound services. 

The Television Operations and Maintenance Department has two main parts, S ~ d i o s  and 
Outside Broadcasts. The studio section is responsible not only for operating and maintaining 
dl the electronic equipment used at the studio centres, but also for technical operations (sound 
and vision mixing, sound balancing, lighting, telecine, and telerecording). The studio section 
also plays an important part in the planning of new studios and equipment. 

Site testing uith balloon m a 1  



SPECIALIST DEPARTMENTS 

The Specialist Departments of the Engineering Division carry out research and development, 
provide the necessary buildings and equipment, and recruit and train staff. They deal with 
both sound and television engineering. 

The Research Department carries out applied research over the whole field of broadcasting, 
but television has naturally demanded a major part of the available effort since the war. While 
concentrating mainly on future developments, this department has contributed much to the 
steady improvement in the present service: planning the location and power of new transmitting 
stations to give mnnimurn coverage, site testing, transmitting aerial design, performance 
measurements, picture quality improvement, standards conversion, and improved telerecording 
systems are some of the immediate results of the department's work. 

The Designs Department of the Engineering Division carries out design work over a very 
wide field and has been responsible for many new ideas in television. Its engineers have played 
a large part in brealung new ground on outside broadcasts. The Roving Eye, for example, 
was a Designs Department product and the department was responsible for the experimental 
work and adaptation of equipment in connexion with transmissions fiom aircraft and heli- 
copters in flight, h m  ships at sea, and h m  a submerged submarine. 

The design and construction of the h t  inlay and overlay equipment was another of the 
department's contributions as was the radio microphone. This department has also been 
concerned with the development of new techniques and equipment for the equalization of 
television line circuits, involving new pulse-testing methods and the introduction of time- 
function correction in place of fkquency-response equalization. 

The Planning and Installation Department is concerned, in the television field, with the 
technical planning, equipping, and commissioning of television studios, outside broadcast bases, 
and transmitting stations. This involves the preparation of cost estimates, the handling of 
contracts, and continuous dose technical liaison with manufacturers. 

The Equipment Department is responsible for the supply of much of the technical equipment 
used by the Engineering Division, exceptions being heavy transmitter plant and television 
camera and control equipment which are the responsibility of the Planning and Installation 
Department who obtain the equipment h m  the manufacturers. Most of this equipment is 
manufactured by outside firms, but where urgency is the keynote, or only a small number of  
items is required, the construction is undertaken in the Equipment Department, whose work- 
shops are also used for routine maintenance and repair work. The department maintains a 
Test Room through which new or repaired equipment passes before it is issued. The department 
is also responsible for the operation of the BBC's transport fleet, which includes many vehicles 
specially equipped for television work. 

The Building Department is responsible for all structural and civil engineering work, and 
bas to interpret requirements for transmitting stations, studios, o5ces, and other premises, 
and to provide an economic solution to the problems of relating technical and other needs to 
aesthetic considerations and site conditions. 

The department prepares plans, elevations, and specifications for buildings, draws up specifi- 
cations for associated semces such as lifis, heating, and ventilating systems, etc., and arranges 
and s u p m i s s  contracts for curying out the work. Outside professional advice and assistance 
is engaged where works are of a size and importance likely to a m c t  wide public interest. 

The depamnent also prepares specifications for high masts and towers, and arranges contraas 



for their supply and erection. The m a i n t m c e  of these buildings, d o e s ,  and masts are also 
among the responsibities of Building Department. 

It  is important that viewers and listeners should be aware of new developments in the 
various BBC services so that they can take full advantage of the services available and of 
technical improvements as they are inaoduced. The Engineering Information Department 
therefore provides a service of technical publicity both to the listener or viewer direct and to 
the press, deals with listeners' and viewers' queries, and gives advice on reception problems. 
The department also arranges with the Post OfKce for relays of programmes to and from the 
United Kingdom including the sound accompaniment in Emvision programmes. 

Representation of BBC technical interests is provided by this department both at international 
conferences and on technical committees and close liaison is maintained with the radio industry, 
its trade organizations, and the Post Ollice. The department also includes the BBC Receiving 
Station at Tatsfield which is responsible for measuring the frequencies of BBC and foreign 
transmitters, receiving items broadcast fiom overseas for inclusion in BBC sound progmmmes, 
and for watching transmission and reception conditions. 

The staff of the Engineering Division are administered by the Engineering Establishment 
Department. This department is responsible for the provision of new staff and the internal 
transfer and promotion of existing staff in consultation with the engineering departments 
concerned. It  is also responsible for co-ordina~g the training of technical staff and is concerned 
with their general welfare, progress, and working conditions. 

The majority of engineering staff recruited for the Television Service begin as Technical 
Operators or Technical Assistants, the former being concerned primarily with the operation of 
equipment and the latter with its maintenance, though they also undertake some operational 
duties. There are prospects of promotion to Engineer and higher graded Technical Operator 
posts for Technical Assistants and Technical Operat6rs respectively, such progress being 
initially dependent upon ability, academic progress and experience; more senior posts are filled 
by competitive appointments boards. 

Provision also exists for the direct recruitment, as engineers, of outside candidates possessing 
the requisite qualifications and each year there is an appreciable intake of men with degrees and 
Higher National Diplomas or Certificates. In addition, a number of members of staff are sent 
each year on extend sandwich courses leading to the Higher National Diplomas or the Diploma 
of Technology (Engineering). 

The training of new staff is achieved partly through practical experience and work under 
supervision and partly by means of training courses at the BBC's Engineering Training Depart- 
ment with its fully residential training school near Evesham, Worcestershire. This department 
provides training in the highly-specialized subject of broadcasting engineering at various levels, 
from elementary courses for newly-recruited technical assistants and operators to more advanced 
courses for technicians and graduate engineers. It  is also responsible for writing technical 
instructions and training supplements, mainly for the use of operations and maintenance staff. 

THE CONTINUATION OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS 

In the very nature of television there is always something new to do, new problems to be 
solved, improvements and new developments to be worked out. A lively background organiza- 
tion is, therefore, needed to feed in new ideas and to plan for the future. The BBC has built 
up such an organization on a considerable scale to ensure that its leading position in the television 



The BBC Telwision Cenrre, from the east 



field is maintained. The senior staff of both the Specialist and the Operations and  maintenance 
Departments are concerned with this part of the BBC's work. 

Technical improvements in television owe much to continuous liaison between the BBC's 
engineers and the manufacturers of technical equipment used in the Television Service, 
including makers of television receivers and aerials. In order that manufacturers may gain 
from the BBC's experience, information is given to them about the behaviour of equipment 
in service, and specifications are issued covering new designs of equipment. Since the war, 
manufacturers have enormously improved the design of cameras, introduced lens turrets, and 
zoom lenses, and improved camera dollies and uanes. The power available from vision trans- 
mitters has been trebled, and the e.r.p. increased many times through improved designs of 
aerial. Temporary radio link equipment used for outside broadcasts has been improved both 
in range and performance and reduced in size and weight. 

The bulk and weight of the conventional television camera is always a disadvantage and 
particularly so in outside broadcasts. The BBC has, therefore, made use on a number of 
occasions of cameras using photo-conductive (vidicon) tubes where the technical quality of 
the picture is secondary to the need for a physically small and light camera. Outside broadcasts 
fiom a submarine and fiom a lifeboat and lightship are typical examples. The radio camera 
described on p. 42 also uses a vidicon tube. 

Another feature of this type of camera equipment is the short warm-up period. The equip 
ment is ready for operation within a minute or so of switching on and it is thus eminently 
suitable for use in remotely-controlled and unattended studios. 

Notable improvements in picture quality and presentation have resulted, not only from the use 
of improved cameras, but also fromnew equipment and techniques developed by BBCengineers. 

The results of much of this work have been published or made available to industry and 
are of considerable use to other broadcasting organizations. 

Ewperrwperrmental Universal 
Zoom Camera prodzlced 
by BBC engineers in 
wllaboration with the 
lens mmtllfactwers. 
The zoom lens is 
h e d  within the 
camera body and in 
COnjt~nion with a 
d - a n g l e  adaptor 
which can be seen in the 
photograph, m e r s  focal 
kmgihsfrom 2" to 40" 
in f m  ranges. 
Phoro by courrery of Natural 
Vision Studios Limited. 



I .  Line translating equipment 2 .  Slow-scan telerecording apparatus (show- 
ing scan half-completed) 

3. The telerccardiw on 
film 4. Find picture as seen by the mewer 

CABLEFILM 
THE BBC PROCESS FOR THE RAPID TRANSMISSION OF NEWS FILM 

OVER THE TRANSATLANTIC TELEPHONE CABLE 



RECEIVING T H E  BBC TELEVISION SERVICE 
COVERAGE 

It  is the aim of the BBC to provide a television senice covering, to the limit of practicability, 
all parts of the United Kingdom. This entails the provision of an adequate number of mans- 
mitting stations of su6cient power and the means of conveying the television signals to them. 
It is important that television receivers and aerials should be suitably designed and installed 
to suit local conditions; the BBC is in constant touch with the Radio Industry and trade 
organizations on these points. 

In planning national coverage it was antiapated that some of the frequency chanuels in 
Band I11 would be made available to the BBC in accordance with the Stockholm Plan of 1952.r 
No such channels have, however, been allocated to the BBC and this has inueased the difficulty 
of improving the coverage and has made it impossible to give a service to Wales separate from 
that to the West of England. 

The BBC has been allocated the five channels in Band I and in them operates 20 stations 
with an e.r.p. of I kW and over, together with a number of stations of lower power. Tbe 
channels have been shared so that each is used by one high-power station plus a number of 
medium- and low-power stations. There is no possibility of accommodating any more stations 
of considerable power in any of these channels because reception in some areas is already affected 
by mutual interference between the existing stations ; additional high-power stations would create 
so much interference that many people now enjoying satisfactory reception would no longer do so. 

The BBC has, therefore, planned a large number of low-power stations known as 'satellites' 
which d be used to serve mostly small and scattered communities remote from the main 
centres of population. Satellite transmitters will also be used to improve the service in areas 
where it is at present unsatisfactory; those approved so fat are shown below:- 

Stage I 
Fort William 
Ashkirk (S.E. Scotland) 
Berwick-upon-Tweed 
Llandrindod Wells area 
Kinlochleven 
Oban 
Oxford 
Redruth 

Stage XI 
Morecambe Bay Forfar, Angus 
Enniskillen Grantown-on-Spey 
M a n n . e e  XRwis 
Pembroke/Milford Haven area Pitlochry/Abedeldy 
ShetKeld Shetland 
Skegness s h e  
Ballachulish Llanddona 

Hastings 
scarborough 
Swindon 

* A further Conference was held in Stockholm in 1961 to r d e ,  where nocersary, the 1952 p h  for the 
VHF ban& and to allocate frequencies in the UHF r-e, i.e. the telem'sion b a d  IV and V .  The outcome of 
the Conference was satisfactory from the Um'ted Kingdom point of view. 

In Band I,  s&cient international allocations were obtmtmned in the $we channels to enable the BBC's scheme 
for satellite stations to be carried out and there was some easing of international power restrictions on certain 
BBC stations. 

In Band 111 (at present used for television broadwting by I . T A  stations onky) frequency allocatimrr in the 
new Plan will permit the introduction of a third television programme or, altentanveIy, they may be used to 
improve the coverage of existing BBC and I.T.A. sennies, or to serve a r m  with special needc such as Wales. 

The UHF televisim, Bands IV and V hare been p l a d  on the bank of the use in the United Kingdom of 
a network of main stations each radiating four programmes, which may be in wlour or monochrome, giving 
near-national coverqge. 



Stage I is due to be completed during 1961 and 1962; construction of the stations in Stage I1 
is proceeding concurrently and it is expected that most will be completed by the end of 1963 
and the remainder in the spring of 1964. 

Equipment has been specially designed by BBC engineers for satellite stations and is known as 
a 'translator'; it picks up the vision and sound signals fmm an existing station and re-radiates 
them on another channel without demodulation. This simplifies the equipment and increases 
reliability compared with the use of a receiver feeding a conventional transmitter- impor- 
tant point since these stations will operate without staff in attendance. 

A series of maps published by the BBC shows the areas covered by the various stations in the 
form of field-strength contours which are of particular interest to the Radio Industry and 
Trade. Normally the outer contour line, representing a field strength of roopV/m, indicates 
approximately the maximum distance fiom the transmitting station at which satisfactory 
reception can be expected although the quality of reception towards the boundary of this area 
varies according to local conditions. In some cases the boundary of the area covered is set by 
the degree of interference fiom another station in the same channel and this may be well 
withinthe ~ o o  r*V/rn contour. 

APPROXIMATE FIELD-STRENGTH CONTOURS 
OF THE KIRK O'SHOTTS TELEVISION TRANSMITTING STATION 

Carrier Frequency = 5675 Mc,k The Field Strength at any given place may differ 
EfFective Radiated Power = roo k W  over a range of & 10 dB from the value indicated 
Receiving Aerial Heighr 30 ft. by the contours, which represent average values. 
BBC Engineering Information Dept. Considerable fading may be experienced in the 

shaded area. 
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INTERFERENCE 

Interference of various kinds may affect television reception, one of the most widespread 
being that caused by the ignition systems of motor vehicles. In the United Kingdom, regulations 
were introduced making it obligatory for all vehicles sold after I July 1953 to be fitted with 
ignition-interference suppressors. Older cars are exempt from these regulations, bur there 
have been several publicity campaigns in which the BBC has taken part designed to persuade 
all motorists to fit suppressors. 

Another common cause of interference is domestic and industrial electrical appliances, 
including faulty switches and plugs and electric light bulbs with faulty filaments. In 1955, 
regulations were introduced to control interference from refrigerators and from domestic and 
industrial appliances driven by small electric motors. Wherever possible the Post Office per- 
suades the user of an interfering appliance to have suppressors fitted ; only if he refuses 
are penalties imposed. Interference is also experienced in certain districts fiom high-voltage 
overhead power lines and from electro-medical or industrial radio-frequency heating equip- 
ment. 

A type of interference which has become increasingly serious is that from other transmitting 
stations. This produces a pattern on the screen and in severe cases can so break up the picture 
that viewing becomes impossible. The interference may also affect the sound channel. The 
most serious interference of this type is caused by other television stations in Europe and is at 
its worst during the summer months. The interfering signals may then be propagated over 
distances of some hundreds of miles, either by way of the troposphere or by reflections from 
clouds of ionized gases in the upper atmosphere which are known as 'sporadic E'. 

Another type of radio interference which affects particularly Channel I occurs only during 
the two or three years of the 11-year solar cycle during which solar activity is at its maximum. 
At these times interference may occur from police and business radio stations in the U.S.A. 
which normally have a purely local range. 

Yet another form of interference has arisen in recent years following the introduction of the 
'forward scatter' technique for point to point communication. The revised 'Radio Regulations' 
agreed at the Geneva Conference in 1959 impose some restriction on the development of these 
services in order to protect established television services in Band I. 

Interference from other television stations is beyond the control of the viewer but the BBC 
has taken account of the areas in which such interference is both frequent and serious in drawing 
up its plans for satellite transmitting stations. 

Reception can almost always be improved when interference is present by the use of an 
efficient outdoor aerial with suitable directional properties. It is also possible to incorporate a 
filter at the aerial input to the receiver to reduce or eliminate interference which occurs at 
frequencies outside the channel to which the receiver is tuned. This method can be particularly 
effective when second channel interference occurs and when the interfering signal lies within 
the intermediate frequency pass-band of the receiver. 
When all  reasonable steps have been taken by the viewer and interference fiom electrical 

apparatus is still severe, the aid of the Post Office Interference Investigation Branch may be 
obtained by completing a form (No. T . I I~W) obtainable at most Post OfXces. The service 
which the Post Oflice provides aims at locating the source of the interference and taking steps 
to have the interference suppressed at its source. Advice is also given to the viewer on steps 
he himself can take to reduce the interference. 



Interference from an electric motor (hairdyer) 

SOME EXAMPLES OF INTERFERENCE PHOTOGRAPHED FROM THE SCREEN 
OF A TELEVISION RECEIVER 



ADJUSTING THE RECEIVER 

The radio retailer when installing a new receiver should carry out all the initial adjustments 
and leave the set in first-class operational condition. Adjustments which the viewer will be 
called upon to carry out should, therefore, be confined to those needed in the normal day-to- 
day operation of the receiver with perhaps minor adjustments to the pre-set controls over a long 
period. The putpose of the various controls is usually explained fully in the manufacturers' 
instruction booklet, but where the viewer is in acuity he should consult his radio retailer. 

The BBC is anxious that viewers should obtain the best possible reception of its programmes 
and the Engineering Information Department is always willing to give advice by correspond- 
ence. Correspondence should be addressed to the department at Broadcasting House, London, 
W.I. The department publishes a number of leaflets for the assistance of viewers which are 
available free on application. One of these contains advice on aerials and another shows how 
to make use of the BBC Tuning Signal when adjusting a receiver. 

For the benefit particularly of the Radio Industry and Trade there is a leaflet describing the 
purpose of the Test Card which is transmitted each weekday and there are individual field 
strength maps showing the coverage of the principal transmitting stations. 

Tesr Gtrd 'C which is rndiared euch zaeek-dny for the bmefit of the Radio Industy a d  Trade 
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LOOKING T O  T H E  FUTURE 

The introduction of new equipment and techniques into the BBC Television Semice is a 
continuing process, unspectacular perhaps in many instances, but always aimed at providing 
an improved service to the public. The quality both of pictures and sound has been steadily 
improved over the years, the areas in which the programmes can be received have been extended, 
improved facilities have been provided for the producers of the programms, and the artas h m  
which programmes can be gathered, both at home and abroad, have been continually extended. 
Important economies in operating costs and in technical manpower have resulted h m  improved 
designs of equipment and the development of new techniques in which the BBC has played 
a prominent part. 

There are three possible developments in the television field on which BBC experimental 
work has been going on for some years: colour television, the use of a 625-line standard and 
the use of the UHF (Ultra High Frequency) bands, that is, Bands XV and V. 

COLOUR TELEVISION 

The BBC began preparatory work on colour in the laboratory as long ago as 1946, investi- 
gating problems of colour optics without regard to any particular system of colour television. 
This work included an appraisal of colour fidelity, involving colour analysis and synthesis, and 
of fundamental physiological aspects of the problem such as the effects of colour flicker and 
the d e c t  of colour on visual acuity. 

This led to the design of a colour television camera channel and, later, a 16-mm slide and 
film scanner. With this equipment, colour pictures could be produced and studied on a colour 
monitor construsted for the purpose using a sequential scanning process providing separate 
red, green, and blue signals. 

Prior to 1949, it was thought that a practical television system would require the transmission 
and reception of these three signals, each occupying a bandwidth equal to that of the existing 
monochrome system (3 Mc/s in the British 405-line system). Such a system would have 
resulted in a grossly inefficient use of spectrum space, even if the space were available, and 
would have another major disadvantage in that the system would not be compatible, that is, 
it would not enable a satisfactory black and white picture to be received on existing monochrome 
receivers. 

In 1953, the National Television System Committee in America put forward a system in 
which only two signals need be transmitted, one describing variations in brighmess of the 
scene to be transmitted (the luminance slgnal) and the other, variations in saturation and hue 
(the chrominnnce signal). These signals are transmitted simultaneously and are interleaved in 
such a way that they occupy no more bandwidth than the equivalent monochrome transmissions. 
Furthermore, the transmissions enable a satisfictory black and white picture to be obtained on 
a normal monochrome receiver. 

BBC engineers have done a great deal of work on the adaptation of the N.T.S.C. system 
to the British television standards, which differ in several important respects from the U.S.A. 
standards. Problems of transmission and reception have been studied by means of a series 
of experimental transmissions, which began in October 1955 from the Alexandra Palace 
station. These transmissions on the 4opline standard, were continued from the Crystal Palace 
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when the Alexandra Palace station closed d o m  in 1956, using the nonnal Channel I tsaus- 
miners outside programme hours. The transmissions indurled wlour films and slides and live 
pictures from a colour television studio equipped by the BBC at Alexandra Palace. In this 
work, the BBC has maintained close liaison with the Postmaster General's Television Advisory 
Committee; the results have atso been published in two BBC Engineering Monographs (see 
inside back cover). The transmissions have been wntinued on week-day afternoons to assist 
the Radio Industry in the development of wlour television receivers. 

A further series of experimental colour transmissions is to be started in 1962 on UHF, 
using a 625-line adaptation of the N.T.S.C. system. 

The BBC is ready, if the Government so decides, to begin a limited service of colour tele- 
vision on either standard. Tbe studios and equipment at the Television Centre have been 
planned with the introduction of colour television in mind. 

UHF EXPERIMENTS ON 405 AND 625 LINES 

There are two bands of frequencies in the UHF range which have been allocated by inter- 
national agreement for television broadcasting, but have so fir not been used for a public 
television service in the United Kiugdom. These are, Band IV (470-582 Mcls) and Band V 
(606-854 Mcls). 

The BBC has undertaken long-distance propagation studies in these bands over a period of 
years and has also made a survey of the coverage likely to be obtained, and the problems likely 
to be encountered, when UHF transmitters are used for television broadcasting. In 1957, a 
high-power Band V transmitter was installed at the Crystal Palace station and a comprehensive 
series of experiments, in which a number of other organizations participated, began in order 
(a) to compare the quality of reception of 405-line television in Bands I and V and (b) to compare 
reception of 405-line television in Band I with reception of 625-line television in Band V. The 
trials included field-strength surveys and picture quality assessment in mobile laboratories and 
in selected viewers' homes. The results of these experiments were published by the BBC in 1g60.* 

As already stated, a further series of 625-line experimental transmissions is to be undertaken 
in 1962 which will include the transmission of colour pictures. The Band V transmitter at 
Crystal Palace is being modified for these tests to make it suitable for colour, and additional 
equipment has been ordered for the generation of 625-line colour pictures. 

CONCLUSION 

The Television Advisory Committee has been informed of progress in these experiments. 
At the time of writing, no decision has been made by the Government on whether a change 

should be made fiom 405 lines to 625 lines, on whether colour television should be introduced 
on either or both standards, or on whether additional television programmes should be started. 
The Committee on Broadcasting is expected to report to the Postmaster General on all these 
matters. It should be noted that if a change is made to 625 lines or if there are more than, at the 
most, three programmes in the United Kingdom, it will be necessary to develop the use of 
Bands IV and V in addition to the existing Bands I and 111; the change would have to be made 
in such a way as to cause the minimum disturbance to viewers and to the Radio Industry and 
so as to avoid premature obsolescence of existing receivers. 

* Television Field Trials of gopline and 625-line gttems in the UHF and VHF Ban&, 1957-1958. 
Published by BBC, Price 20s. 



SOME IMPORTANT DATES 

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF BBC TELEVISION 

2 NOV 

I2 MAY 

24 AUG 

21 MAY 
27 AUG 

I4 - 
8JvL 

I 5 AUG 

I MAY 

9 MAY 
2 JI.3 

High-definition television service o f f i d y  inaugurated from Alexandra 
Palace. The Baird system and the Marconi-E.M.I. system were used on 
alternate weeks. 
Coverage, 25 per cent of the population of the United Kingdom. 
The Postmaster General announced that a single set of standards (those of 
the Marconi-E.M.I. system) would be used from then on. 
First television Outside Broadcast: Coronation Procession of King George 
VI. 
Television Service closed down prior to outbreak of war. 
Bmadcast receiving licence increased to EI for sound; licence for television 
and sound introduced at E2. 
Television Service resumed, using pre-war system with 405 lines. 
BBC announced acquisition of site for first television transmitting station 
outside London, at Sutton Coldfield near Bitmingham. 
The Postmaster General announced that the existing 405-line system would 
be used for the Sutton Coldfield transmissions and would continue to be 
used at Alexandra Palace for a number of years. 
Sutton Coldfield television station opened. 
Coverage increased to 46.5 per cent of the population. 
Aspect ratio of transmitted picture changed from 5: 4 to 4: 3 to bring it 
into conformity with standards adopted elsewhere. 
BBC announced acquisition of 13-acre site at the White City, Shepherds 
Bush, for a television and sound broadcasting centre. 
Lime Grove Studio Centre brought into use. 
First BBC television Outside Broadcast from outside the United Kingdom 
(-1. 
First 'live' air to ground television broadcast ( h m  an aircraft in fight). 
The Assistant Postmaster General announced the postponement of the 
five medium-power television stations planned for N.E. England and the 
Aberdeen, B e W ,  Plymouth, and Southampton districts. 
Holme Moss television station opened. 
Television coverage increased to 65 per cent of the population. 
Kirk oYShotts television station opened. 
First public transmission in the United Kingdom of television from Paris. 
Wenvoe television station opened. 
Television coverage increased to 81 per cent of the population. 
Pontop Pike and Glencairn (Belfast) temporary television stations opened. 
Trule* Hill temporary television station opened. 
Coronation Ceremony televised for first time. Also seen by viewers in 
France, Netherlands, and Watern Germany. 
First television relay from ship at sea (Royal Naval Review, Spithead). 



15 - 
20 DEC 

I2 NOV 

I4 DEC 

17 DEC 

21 JUL 

15 SEP 

I5 NOV 

25 NOV 

1956 28 MAR 

22 MAY 

4 JUN 
11 JUN 

16 JUN 
4 AUG 

5 NOV 

5 NOV 

I957 30 and 
31 JAN 

29 APR 
I AUG 

16 AUG 

Television Theatre brought into service (t3rmcrly Shepherds Bush Empire.) 
Douglas, Isle of ,Man, tempor- television station opened. 
Television coverage increased to 86 per cent of the population. 
Television Centre (Soeneq Block) brought into use. 
Television and sound combined lioence increased to L3. 
Fit European exchange of television programmes with eight c o d e s  
taking part (United Kingdom, Belgium, Denmark, Franac, Netherlands, 
Italy, Switzerland, and Western Gennany). 
Rowridge temporary television station opened. 
Redmoss temporary television station opened. 
North Hessary Tor temporary television station opened. 
Television coverage increased to 91 per cent of the population. 
Norwich television transmitting station opened. (Temporarily on reduced 
power.) 
Divis television transmitting station opened (replacing Glencairn in 
Northern Ireland) (see I .5.53). 
First section of permanent two-way television link with Continent com- 
pleted (between London and St. Margaret's Bay). 
Les Platons (Channel Islands) television transmitting station opened. 
Colour television test transmissions began fiom Alexaudra Palace. 
Meldrum television transmitting station opened (replacing Redmoss, near 
Aberdeen). (See 14.12.54.) 
Pontop P i e  television transmitting station completed. (See 1.5.53.) 
First 'live' television broadcasts from Ireland (BeBkt and Dublin). 
Television coverage increased to 93.5 per cent of the population. 
Crystal Palace television transmitting station opened (replacing Alexandra 
Palace). 
North Hessary Tor television transmitting station completed. (See 
17.12.54.) 
First transmission from Riverside, Hammersmith, television studios. 
Rowridge television transmitting station completed. (See 12-11-54.) 
First 'live' television broadcast from a submarine at sea. 
First television transmission fiom a helicopter. 
The first series of experimental colour television transmissions to include 
'live' pictures from Alexandra Palace studios and Crystal Palace transmitter 
h v n -  
Sandale temporary television transmitting station opened. 
Television coverage increased to 973 per cent of the population. 
Demonstration of colour television transmission to Members of both 
Houses of Parliament. 
Blaen-plwyf television station opened. 
Sound and television combined licence raised to L4 (i.e. E3 plus EI excise 
duty). 
Rosemarkie television transmitting station opened. 



I1 NOV 

I2 DEC 

18 DEC 

1958 I4 APR 

21 APR 

5 MAY 

15 DEC 

22 DEC 

I959 1 8 ~  

5 AUG 

First BBC unattended television studio brought into use at St. Stephen's 
House, opposite the House of Commons. 
Experimental television transmissions started in Band V on 405 lines, from 
Crystal Palace. 
Douglas, Isle of Man television transmitting station completed. (See 
20.12.53.) 
Londonderry television transmitting station opened. 
Television coverage increased to 98 per cent of the population. 
First use of VERA (Vision Elecwnic Recording Apparatus) for magnetic 
recording of television pictures. 
Dover television transmitting station opened. 
Experimental television transmissions started in Band V on 625 lines, from 
Crystal Palace. 
Norwich television transmitting station began transmission on full power. 
(See 1.2.55.) 
Demonstration of colour television to the Institution of Electrical Engineers 
at the Royal Festival Hall. 
Fokestone unattended low-power television station opened. 
Sourhampton television interview studio came into use. 
Blaen-plwyf television transmitting station power increased. (See 29.4.57.) 
State Operung of Parliament by Her Majesty the Queen televised for the 
first time. Telerecordings were flown to Commonwealth countries. 
Thrumster temporary television station opened. 
Orkney temporary television station opened. 
BBC cablefilm equipment used for the first time for transmission of news- 
film across the Atlantic at the start of Her Majesty the Queen's North 
American tour. 
BBC satellite transmitting stations; 14 stations in Stage I approved in 
principle by Postmaster General (a further station was added later). 
New Post Offim Eurovision link across English Channel (replacing tempo- 
rary BBC/RTF link). 
Brighton television station transferred from temporary site at Truleigh Hill 
to whitehawk Hill. (see 9.5.53-) 
Peterborough television transmitting station opened. 
Xorwich television interview studio opened. 
Orhey tel&ion transmitting station completed. (See 22.12.58.) 
Sen BBC teleb%ion standards converter (European/North American 
standards) used for first time to produce 525 h e / b  fields per second video 
tape mrdmgs of Western Summit Conference in Paris. 
Thrumster telmision uansmirting station completed. (See I 5.12.58.) 
Grand Sational televised for the first time. 
First successful uansmission of colour television between Paris and 
London; pictures reproduced at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, 
London. 



20 MAY 

23 AUG 

3 SEP 

25 AUG- 

I1 SEP 

27 AUG 
8 SEP 

19 SEP 

I4 DM: 
I9 DEC 

1961 5 JAN 

8 JAN 
I FEB 

2 APR 

I4 APR 

20 APR 

I 0  MAY 

10 Jmu 

22 A U G  
2 SEP 

H.R.H. Princess Margads  Wedding covered by 25 BBC television 
cameras. Programmes seen in 12 European oountries by Eurooision. Stan- 
dards-converted video tape recordings immediately flown to Canada and 
the U.S.A. 
BBC low-power satellite transmitting stations; 10 stations in Stage I1 
approved in principle by the Postmaster Genaal. 
Sheffield low-power television satellite began experimental service. 
Report of the Television Advisory Committee 1960 published. 
First programme from Television Centre (Studio 3). 
Postmaster General announced invirmtion to Sir Harry Pilkington to be 
Chairman of a Committee of Euquiry into the Future of British Broad- 
casting. 
Announcement of extension of BBC's Charter and Lioence from 30 June 
1962 to 29 July 1964. 
BBC remotely-oontrolled television camera first demonstrated publicly 
(National Radio Show, Earls Court). 
Olympic Games in Rome seen by BBC viewers via Eurovision link. 

BBC Universal Zoom television camera used for the first time. 
Pilkington Committee on the Future of British Broadcasting; membership 
announced by the Postmaster General. 
BBC Television Centre; Central Control and Presentation Suite brought 
into service. 
BBC Television for Schools; start of morning transmissions. 
Hastings low power television satellite station brought into use. 
Sheffield low power television satellite station; power inaeased. (See 
24.5.60.) 
Southampton; start of television news service for the South of England. 
BBC Television Centre; Studio 4 brought into service. 
Dover permanent low power television station replaced temporary installa- 
tion. (See 21.4.58.) 
Eclipse of the sun televised from France, Italy and Yugoslavia through 
Eurovision and BBC television. 
Glasgow new television interview studio brought into use. 
U.S.S.R. : first live television broadcast from Russia, seen by BBC viewers 
by direct reception in Helsinki from Tallin and thence by Eurovision, of 
welcome in Moscow of first 'spaceman' Yuri Gagarin. 
Plymouth: start of television news service for Devon, Cornwall and the 
Channel Islands from new studio. 
BBC Television Centre; Studio 2 brought into use. 
Alexandra Palace; remotely-controlled cameras brought into use for BBC 
Television News. 
First BBC demonstration of 'live' adour television to the public at National 
Radio Show, Earls Court. 



BBC ENGINEERING DIVISION MONOGRAPHS 

A series of Engineering Monographs is published by the BBC, describing work that has 
been done by the Engineering Division and including, where appropriate, a survey of earlier 
work on the same subject. 

The series should be of interest and value to engineers engaged in the fields of broadcasting 
and of telecommunications generally. 

Individual copies cost 5s. post fiee, while the aunual subscription is EI post fie. About 
six monographs are produced every year and they may be obtained from newsagents and book- 
d e f t  Or direct from BBC PUBLICATIONS, 35 MARYLEBONE HIGH ST., LONDON, W.I. 

The following monographs dealing with television subjects have so far been published:- 

No. Title Date 

I. The Suppressed Frame System of Telereunditg TUNE I 9 5 5  

3. Th? Visibiliry of AT& m Tekoision OCTOBER 1 9 5 5  

12. An Zntprooed 'R* Eye' APRIL I 9 5 7  

13 .  The BBC Riwrside Tekxkh  Sncdios: The Architectural Aspects JULY I 9 5 7  

q. T k  BBC RioPrside T e h i h n  Studios: Some Aspects of Tech& Planm'tg 
CKTOBER 1 9 5 7  

15.  N m  Eppment and Methadr far the EvaIuation of the Perf~nnmzce of 
Lases far Tehkim mU?hiBER I 9 5 7  

18. The BBC C o k  Telwiston Tests: An Appraisal of R d t s  MAY 1958 

19. A UHF Teleoisia Link for Out.& BtODdCOSts JUNE 1958 
21. Tmo Nem BBC Trrmcpmendes far Testirg T e h X m  Camera Channels NOVEMBER 1958 

23. The C y s d  Pahu Band I Tekoisia TrPnanining Aerial FEBRUARY 1959 

24 l3e Meaaaemenr of Ran&nn Noice in the prcarce of a T e W m  Signal MARCH 1959 

q. The Equipment of the BBC TJerrisia Film Strrdios at EMng JANUARY 1960 

9. Film hce&g und Afrrr-poessbg Trca~ment of 16-nrm Films MAY 1 9 6 0  

32. A Nan S m q  of the BBC Erperimenrol C o b  TrmrmrisJions OCTOBER 1960 

33. Swuhmhc  Gmnol in F h  Making DECEMBER 1960 

34 AMd&L&uataryjorUZiFmdVHFTJeoisionS~s FEBRUARY 1961 

36. Sm AspLcts of Opt id  Lens Psf~nnmv~ APRIL 1961 

n. An Zmmrmcnr for Measlairqp Teleoida Sipnal-m& R a w  TrJNE 1 9 6 1  

Tbc~ospcasoftbcTekpis ionCaarrrarrdesaibedindeari lmabooktobe 
pubhkd shortly by the BBC 






